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Preparation and supercapacitive performance of three-dimensional
Reduced Graphene oxide/polyaniline Composite
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Abstract: three-dimensional reduced graphene oxide (RGO)/polyaniline (PANI) composite has been prepared in a
single step bYthe ultrasonic irradiation OFA suspension ofgraphite oxide and gels using a PANI method.Scanning
electronic microscopy (SEM), Transmission electron microscope (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform
INfrared Spectra (FT-ir), X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS), and electrochemical measurements were to performedThe
morphology, structure, and supercapacitive performance of the composite.The result showed this composite maintained
the basic morphology of RGO, and that's PANI was inlayed insideNetwork.An outstanding supercapacitive performance
is obtained when the mass ratio ofgraphite oxide and PANI was 1:1.Furthermore, the capacities reached 758 and f*g_1at
0.5 and 30a*g_1, respectively.The retention rate is foundto is86%after1000 cyclesat
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1a*g_1.These results therefore indicate the this new composite possesses the rate and capability of the
cycle.Supercapacitive performance is better than that of pure or RGO.The excellent supercapacitive performance ofthis
composite can be attributedto the mutual synergy of RGO and PANI.
Keywords: Graphite oxide gel;Polyaniline;Hydrothermal method;

three-dimensional reduced graphene oxide/polyaniline;Supercapacitive Performance
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1. Introduction
Polyaniline(PANI)1as the ideal electrode for supercapacitorsmaterial,with process simple,low cost,reversible

good,ratiomeasure high,can perform a quick doping and doping process such as a series of excellentpoint, iswidely
watched;2but due to swellingand contraction behavior during along charge/discharge cycle,causes its loopPoor
stability,restricting its further application,With carbon-based materialsComposite is one of the best ways to mitigate this
defect.3,4and as a newcarbon Material graphene5with good structural stability,Strong conductivityand large specific
surface area,is considered to be used to overcomePANIstructurallyunstableOne of the best carbon
materials.6recently,Use reduction graphiteallyl(RGO)vs.PANIto promote the electrochemical properties of
materialsquite compelling.7-9

because thePANIThe main chain of has a series of conjugate groups,can be passed static,4conjugate and
hydrogen bonding forces andRGOknotclose+1.so,preparing reductive oxidation graphene/pani(RGP)The main methods
forcomposite,materials are dispersion blending method,1112electrochemical depositionMethod,Only,In-situ oxidative
polymerization,covalentgrafting,, and so on.Xu, and so onin acidic solution withRGOto base in-situ oxidative
polymerization of aniline singleThe body gets vertical growth
inRGOsurfacePANInanofibers,incompositesRGOandPANIshows good Synergywith,betterthan capacitor and cyclic
stability than simpleRGOandPANI.Liu, and so onusing the principle of electrostatic absorption,to bring negatively
charged oxygengraphiteGraphene(go)wrapped in positivePANIHollow Ball surface,and then by electrochemical
restoringtheRGPComposite,This composite materialonoja'g-1With acurrent density of more than a capacitor up
to614F_G-,5 ⑻ after the second cycle than the capacitance retention rate is90%,shows a better powerChemical
Properties.Liu, and so onThepresents another type ofGoSurface covalent connectionbranchesPANImethods,first
withsocl2andgoperform acyl chloridereaction,Then andPANIThe amino reaction on the forms the amide
key,againRestore implementedPANInanofibers inRGOon a covalent fixdecoration,modified electrode material
maximum than capacitance up to623F_g-.Looking at previous research findings,15-18Although there are many
differentmethod to prepareRGPComposite,But the main idea is in thegoorRGOsurface oxidative polymerization of
aniline monomer,againto implement,make aniline ingoorRGONano sheetsuppress go when face growsorRGOA group
of slices andslicesClustering problem.Although this idea has some advantages,But aniline is
insuppressgoorRGOWhenthe patch is reunited,also blocks the of its slicesjoins, so it'shard to fully reflectRGOon
composite materialgreat Advantage,and the structural stability of composite materials is also difficult toto significant
elevation.15w9

Recent three-dimensional withhydrothermal synthesisRGOhas a porous network-like structure and excellent
electrochemical performance;so,This job first inbetter conditions for the preparation of graphite oxide
andPANInanowires,will twoby quality to1:1and1:3Mixed-ultrasound dispersion,getstheGovsPANIMixed
Dispersions,and a mixture of the two.to use a one-step hydrothermal method for the precursor a three-dimensional
structure of theRGPcomposite.analyzes the morphology of composite materials,Structureand super capacitance
performance,ExplorePANIinRGOin the mesh structureExisting status, toachieve structural stability,,electrochemical
performance moreOKRGPcomposite Purpose.

2. Experiment
2.1 reagents and instruments

Natural Flake Graphite(Qingdao Shen Shu Graphite Products Factory,carboncontent90%-99.9 %, 2 ⑻
Mesh);potassium permanganate and concentrated sulfuric acid(Chemical reagent,parsing pure);aniline and ammonium
persulfate(Chengdu Kelon Chemical reagent,SubAnalysis Pure;5 %H2O2solution
and0.05mol•L-1forHClSolution(Chengdukingsoft Chemical reagent);Experimental water is deionized
water(>10MQ-cm).DF-101Stype thermostatic water bath electromagnetic stirrer(Gongyi to
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Hewindcompany),JT2003type electronic balances(on Hai Sunyu Instrumentscompany),,Freezonetype freeze
dryer(United Stateslabconcocompany).

2.2 Preparation of materials

Preparation of graphite oxide gels:inML98%Strong sulfuric acid for,,slow join1GFlake Graphite,Stirmin,make the
two fully mixed evenly;Tocall4Gkmno4slow join toabove mixtures, CContinue stirring2H;reaction Endafter using
steam feed reaction(temperature control in60-80 C)dilution to5⑻mLaround,and then add the appropriate5%forH2O2to
Solution no longerTakebubbles;then addTenML5%forHClSolution,And alargeamount of deionized water full dialysis to
neutral,filter,get oxide stonegel;take a certain amount of oxidized graphite gel on the? Cconditionsunder
dryouth,determine the quality of graphite oxide gel before and after drying

Than.
PANIPreparation of nanowires:First distill the aniline monomerpreprocess,with a concentration

of1mol"-1"HClCompounding concentration0.05mol_L-1aniline monomer solution,Mixing This solution
ultrasoundTenminafter transfer to ice bath keepmin,and then stir quicklyunder conditions of slow drops dissolve
in1mol•L-1HClsolutionAmmonium persulfate Solution,inwhich ammonium persulfate and aniline monomer molar
ratioTo1:1, "Stir reaction under ice bath conditions"7h;Filters When the reaction is complete,Wash several times with
anhydrous ethanol and distilled water,Freeze Dry againdryh,getsthePANInanowires.

three-dimensionalRGPPreparation of composite materials:willPANIAdd to strongdegree2mg_mL-1Graphite oxide
suspension,wherePANIandGraphite quality ratio1:1and1:3,Mixed UltrasoundmingetsthePANIandGomixed dispersions
of,and then transfer it to the water hotinner lining of thereactor,160 CConditional Launch Heat
response5H,getsthethree-RGPcompositehydrogels,Freeze-Dry againH,gets three-dimensionalRGPComposites,marks
the sample as, respectivelyRGP-1andRGP-3;in theGodoes not add in the dispersionPANI,alsoto prepare theRGO.

Preparation of working electrodes:Freeze Dry complete samplecut1cmx1cmSquare slice,quality is
about3mg,stainless steelnet(180)to set fluid,on8MPaPressthe composite under pressureTo get the working electrode on
the set fluid.,then work electrode in electrolysisSoak in the liquid2HAlternate.

2.3 characterization of the material

XX-ray diffraction()XRD)Theanalysis is based on the Netherlands Barnard company bornproductX ' pert
[]MPDProtypeXX-ray diffraction,CuTarget,scanscope3 -80 .Fourier transform infraredFT(-IR)Spectral analysis
useAmerican Hi-Power Instrument co., Ltd productionNicolet-57 ⑻ Type infrared lightspectrometer,Scan Range
is4000-4 ⑻ cm1,KBrTablet-like method.XX-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS)profiling using the
UKKratosCompany,xsamiMultifunctional Surface Analysis Electronic spectrometer,AlTarget(1486.6eV),Xlight gun
power[kvxMA,takestheFATsquarestyle,data with contaminated
carbonC1s(284.8EV)correction.Micro-topographyscanning electron microscope(SEM)adopt German Zeiss instrument
Company'sUltra,Type field emission scanning electron microscope.field emission transmission electron
displayMini(TEM)analysis using German Zeiss Company productionlibraFEe-microscope Analyzer.

electrochemical testing using Shanghai Chen Hua Instrument Co., Ltd. production,CHI660Eelectrochemical
workstation,Platinum chip Electrodes(1.5cmx1.5cm)toelectrodes,Select three electrodes test system.RGOelectrolyte
forfor6mol•L-1forKOHSolution,Hg/HgOThe electrode is a referencepole,cyclic voltammetry(CV)and constant current
charging and discharging(GCD)test power

the bit rangeis-1-0V,RGPTheelectrolyte for is1mol-L1forH2So4Solution,The saturated mercury electrode is a
reference electrode,CVandThe range of test potentials forGCDis "-0.2-0.8"Vand-0.2-0.7v;RGORGP,CVScan rate5,
ten,,,and50mV•s-1;current density is0.5-30AMetallurgy-1;electrochemical CommunicationImpedance(EIS)test
frequency0.01-1⑻kHz,amplitude is5MV.

3. Results and discussions
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3.1 Profiling of materials

diagram1isRGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3forSEM
diagram.to see,with hydrothermal methodRGOInternal appearance is multiplehole mesh structure(1(a)),thehole

wall consists of a few layers ofRGOoverlayset to;PANITheis interleaved with different lengths of nanowires.To(1
(b))).when graphite oxide andPANIThe quality ratio of is1:1,preparedRGP-1CompositeSEMdiagram1 (c,D-[], "," and
"@" ())Show,to seeRGP-1There is still a mutual intersection in the low magnificationnetwork structure,The folds that
perform well in high numbers,but no obviousPANIexistence;when graphite oxide andPANIQuality ofbetter
to1:3when,preparedRGP-3CompositeSEMdiagramasshown1 (e,F)show,visible in higher magnification,to
clearshowSeePANIembedded inRGOin the mesh structure of.but contrast1 (c,D,e,F)discoveryinlow magnification
factor,RGP-3mesh knotconstruct less thanRGP-1is evenly distributed.indicates that the method can be used to
prepareaget a net structureRGPComposite,andPANINanoLine self-RGOMesh Structure.

RGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3TEM2diagramshows.RGOstill displays the interconnected network
structure(Chart2(a))),andPANInanowires are intertwined through each other(Chart2 (b))).after the
composite,CompositeRGP-1still behaves ascross-linked mesh structure(Chart2 (c)),But you can see a small amount
ofPANItessellation inRGOin the mesh structure of,andPANIspread moreeven(Chart2 (D)));and when the quality ratio is
raised,inRGP-3MeshThestructure is studded with a large number ofPANI,but inlaidPANIDisplays themore serious
reunions(Chart2 (e,F)).

Union diagram1,diagram2to see,SimpleRGObehaves as a multi-holemesh structure,and simplePANIIsa different
length of nanowiresintertwined with each other is more serious.After the two are combined,inRGP-1low-quality
ratioAlthough fromSEMfigureseeLess than significantPANImosaic inRGONET structure,butIts mesh structure
changed,foldup More,Edge rolled heavily,andthefrom itsTEMChart shows a small amount ofPANInanowiresmosaic
inRGOmesh structure,and spread more evenly.so,can be thoughtofasPANIless content,goin hot water also

Thesame time for dispersedPANIimplements the wrapping,causes theSEMNetwork structure changes in,and
cannot see the obviousPANINanoLine exists.But the quality is greater thanthe,a preparedRGP-3can be
significantlySeePANInanowire mosaic toRGOin the mesh structure of,but the
inPANIis easy to reunite itself when the content is large,resultingin the setting of theisembedded inRGP-3:PANIreunion
more severe.

to explore three-dimensionalRGPComposite Formation
process.diagram3(a)isGo,PANI,Go/PANI(1:1)andGo/PANI(1:3)

(a) Dispersion of samples sedimentary conditions, (b) RGP-1 and RGP-3 hydrogels, (c) the preparation process of
the sample;Go:graphene oxide

deposition after one months of dispersion,because theGoknotTheconstruct contains a large number of hydrophilic
groups, andthus evenly dispersed acrossin aqueous solution with bright yellow,,,andPANIwith water
compatibilityPoor,mostly deposited at the bottom of the reagent bottleBut will be oxidized
graphitewithPANI,solutionwithdeposition of dark green and no polyaniline occurs.This is mainly due to
thePANIpositively charged,andGosurface is negativelycharged,Goblending helpsthePANIuniformly
dispersed,whereGoacts as a surfactant forwith.togoandPANImixed dispersions for hydrothermal reaction
when,duetoGoimplements the while the restore is in progressPANIin the networkmosaic in structure,with
three-dimensional structureRGPcondensateglue,and withPANIhas more content than,three-dimensionalRGPhydrogels
threeDimension structure size is also increasing(as shown3 (b)).Its entire response has beenprocess mechanism
diagram3 (c)show.

3.2 Structural analysis of materials

diagram4isGo,RGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3for
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XRDdiagram.to seeGoin20=9.5 a peak appears nearthesharp feature diffraction peak,^0.95nm,corresponds
toGofor(001)facenet,after hydrothermal reaction,Gocharacteristic diffraction peaks of disappear,RGOin25 A
characteristic diffraction peak with a larger peak width near the,D= 0.37nm,boils down toRGOfor(002)face
Network,indicates a hot-water anti-should implementgoRestore.for a purePANIfor,its primaryThefeature diffraction
peaks are located inthe9.31 , 14.72 , 20.12 and25.31 near,respectively corresponds
toPANI((001),(011),(020)and(+)faceNet Strict, and after compoundingRGP-1compared to pureRGOandPANIfor25 A
weak peak is found near,Peak widthlarge,andRGOfor(002)andPANIforsimilar feature Yanshoot peak,noPANIOther
characteristic diffraction peaks of appear;But with the complex
in composite materialPANImore than content,inRGP-3in the spectrogram of theNow it's afeature diffraction
peakwithPANI.indicates that the compositewhenPANIlessthan,Hasno obviousPANIfeature diffraction forPeak
appears,andRGOandPANIThe interaction of the makes the compositefeature diffraction peak strength weakened.

diagram5isGo,RGO,PANIandRGP-1forirSpectrumdiagram.you can see from the diagram,inGoThe structure
contains more oxygen-functionalRegiment,in1730, 1631, 1400, 1220and1055cm1dispositionnot corresponding
toC=OKey Flex Peak,curved oscillation of water moleculesdynamic peaks,carboxylgroupsOHbending vibration peaks
of,C-O-CTelescopic OscillationPeak andC-OHTelescopic vibration peaks of;and after hydrothermal reaction,inRGOThe
vibration peaks of carboxyl groups in the structure disappear basically.,ConeO-CandC-OH thestrength of the flex peak
is also significantly reducedweak.The indicates that the was removed by the hydrothermal reactionGoMost of the
structure containsOxygen FunctionalGroup.,

in a purePANIin an IR absorption chart of, 3235cm1toshould beN-Hscale vibration Peak, 2910cm-1corresponds to
aromatic ringLastyear2MiscellaneousC-HStretch Vibration Peak, 1587and1498cm-1PlaceCorresponding to quinone
rings and benzene rings respectivelyC=CTelescopic Vibration Peak, 13 ⑻ cm-1attributed to secondary aromatic
amineC-NFlex Peak,1120cm1corresponds to the benzeneringC-Hbending vibration peaks of.,then
compoundRGP-1contains a purePANIandRGOindividualfeature Peaks,HasbothPANIOfquinone rings and benzene rings
inC=CFlex VibrationPeak,andRGOC-O-CandC-OHFlex Vibrationpeak.to

to further identify changes in functional groups in the material,toGo,RGOandRGP-1onXPSspectrogram
analysis.from Diagram6 (a)A full spectrum of the sample shows the,GoandRGOis only in???and534EVThere are two
feature peaks at,corresponds toCand O,spectrogram,/and after a hot-water reduction reaction,C/OAtomic ratio(same
as)consists of the2.10elevated to5.62andPANIafter is combined,MaterialRGP-1
inEVA new appears atNonChart,andC/Omargin continueelevated to7.17.indicates that there is a in the
compositePANIThe presence of.

willGo,RGOandRGP-1forC(spectrogram to sub-peak toClose,As shown infigure6 (b)shows.to seeGoconsists of
the5a HeFengcomposition,where284.5, 285.2, 286.1, 287.5, 288.9EVatforC=C,C-C,C-OH,C-O-C,O-C=Ocharacteristic
peaks of,Tripleafter hydrothermal restoration inRGOin the structureofO-C=OPeak disappears,C-OHandc-o-Cpeaks
significantly minusweak,andFT-IRtoken result consistent;but withPANIafter compositeRGP-1relative
toRGOin286.1EVA new feature appears atpeak,This boils down
toPANIstructureC-N/C=NfeaturesPeak.other,toRGP-1forN(spectrogram for peaks fitting placesrationale,,asshown,6
(c)show,where399.3, 4 ⑻ . 2and401.6EVthe corresponds to the quinone-type amine structure(=,N-),linear amine
structure(-NH-)and proton nitrogen structure(N+).based onTEM,XRDandFT-IRThe characterization analysis of further
indicates that thePANIsuccessfully inlaid toRGONET structure.

3.3 Super Capacitance performance analysis for materials
diagram7 (a) to)RGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3on scanrate5mV_s-1under conditions ofCVCurve.to seeRGOCVthe curve
does not have an obvious redox peak,has a similarRectangle shape,show ideal double layer capacitance.$and
PurePANItwo to redox peaks(Restore StatePANIand oxidizeStatePANI),becausePANIwithoxidation-Restore
Status,compared tolowElectric double layer capacitance of carbon-based material,PANIShow morelarge Faraday
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pseudo capacitor.%to compound the two by different qualityafterRGP-1andRGP-3forCVcurve with a purePANIredox
peaks for andRGOThe rectangle attribute of the,shows a good

electrochemical Performance;But the redox peak position of the composite is compared to a purePANIslightly
changed,This could be dueto theRGOwithPANICollaborationeffect changedPANIThe corresponding voltage of the
When a redox reaction occurscause.9

diagram7 (b)toRGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3on0.5A•
G-Under current densityGCDCurve.to seeRGOforGCDCurvedlines are triangular symmetric distribution,belong to

typical double electric layer capacitor specialsex[;PurePANIforGCDThecurve has a significant voltage
drop,ComplexRGP-3afterAlthough it has the longest charge/discharge time,but alsoa certain voltage drop
exists,andRGP-1has a triangular symmetryand no voltage drop present shows a fast electrochemical reaction
andgoodGood electrochemical reversibility.BycontrastRGP-1has betterelectrochemical Performance.Isbased
ontheGCDThe curve consistsof a formula(1)to calculate the sheetmaterial capacity

C0CD=/_At/(_ AV) (_1)
typeIis the charge/discharge current,Atis the discharge time,mis active substancequality,AVfor potential window.
According to the formula(1)calculates theRGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3in0.5A_G-The specific capacitance of the

current density is315, 303,
758and868F_G1.to see that the composite is larger than the size of thePureRGOandPANI,and with

compositesPANIcontentupmultiple,It's increasing larger than capacitance;andRGP-3has the largestmore than
capacitor,but itsGCDcurves have less symmetrythanRGP-1forGood,and a certain voltage drop.This is mainly due to
theRGOforconductivity is better than purePANI,,and in compositesPANIContentcauses excessive internal
resistanceto be caused by.the
diagram7 (c)for samplesRGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3on0.5-30A_g-Under current density(1)calculates the ratio
ofcapacitance curve.the shows that the specific capacitance of all samples varies with current densityIncrease and
decrease,butPANIandRGP-3lower than capacitance ofFaster,andPANIin the current density ofTenA•G1is more than
alreadyCapacitor appears;andRGO,RGP-1andRGP-3Even in large currentdensityA_G-)under conditions with a
capacitance of up to109.and283F_g-,shows good magnification characteristics,butRGOforlower than capacitance.to
indicate that,CompositeRGP-1andRGP-3better electrochemical performance than purePANIandRGO,This maintoboil
downto RGOExcellent mesh structure andPANIgreater than capacity associationresults with effect.

diagram7 (D) to)PANI,RGO,RGP-1andRGP-3EISSpectrum
diagram,where the illustration is an enlarged image of the sample in the High-frequency and intermediate

frequency regions.to see,Four samples have high frequency regions,Intermediate and low frequency:,where the diameter
of the half arc in the High-frequency region reflects the electrode/electrolyteinterface mass-transfer
resistance brothert;Ifarea is one andxAxisto45 in the cornerslashes,infiltration of ions in electrolyte into electrode
materials/spread overthreadswith;The Low-frequency area is one andxAxis vertical line,reflect materialmaterial
capacitance performance.925anenlarged view of the high frequency area clearly showsthat,complexcomposite
materialRGP-1andRGP-3whereTvalues are less than purePANIandRGOvalues,This is attributable
toPANIandRGOInteroperabilityofAction,andRGP-1has a bar value that is less thanRGP-3The pinning value of
the,thisTheis mainly becausetheAddition of theRGOpromotes the conductivity of the compositesrate,but whenPANIThe
content of is much more than the resistance change of composite materialscauses its conductivity to decrease again;Four
samples in intermediate frequency areawarburyImpedance zone not large(,But in a low frequency area,RGOshow
the best capacitance characteristics,CompositeRGP-1andRGP-3The capacitance characteristics of are slightly better
than the purePANI,This is mainly due to the compoundmaterialRGOThe formation of a loose open pore structure in
favorof the Powerof the the transfer of ions in solution.$to indicate that,CompositeRGP-1andRGP-3all exhibit good
super capacitance performance,and better thanPlainPANI,But by contrastRGP-1has better super capacitanceto.
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diagram8isRGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP-3in1A•G-

cyclic stability curve under current density.passes10 ⑻ Secondary Charge and dischargeLoop
afterRGO,PANI,RGP-1andRGP3greater than capacityrate is91 %, 45 %, 86 %and65 %,carbon
materialRGOwithHighest loop stability,This is its specific structure and storage mechanismabout.and
compositeRGP-1The circular stability of is close to the carbonmaterialRGO,significantly higher thanRGP-3and
PurePANI,where purePANIThe worst cycle stability.can assume that the compositeRGP-1With
The has better cycling stability due mainly to the following two aspects:one,RGOThe added conductivity of the
composite can be increased,andPANIembedded inRGOin the network structure of,isfast charging and
dischargingprocess to effectively shorten the diffusion and migration of ions in the electrolytePath,to increase active
materials electrochemical utilization during circulationRate;second,whenPANIeven inRGONET
structurewhen,effectively blockPANIlong charge/discharge cycleThedestruction of its structure due to volume
expansion,and whenPANIformore content,duetoPANITheitself is easy to reuniteand is hard to disperseevenly,Long
cycles make it structurallyunstable, to result inacompositematerialThe Loop stability forRGP3is also not
ideal.Summary,combinesdiagram7and diagram8to discover CompositesRGP-1shows the bestelectrochemical
performance.

4. Conclusion
(1)withGoandPANIThe mixed dispersions of are precursors,Miningusing one-step hydrothermal

methodRGPcomposite,Is good forPANIevenly spread of,maintains three-dimensionalRGOExcellent mesh
structure,Theis used as an electrode material to provide good ion conduction in the electrolytegood transport channel
and larger storage area.

(2)becauseof theRGOThe addition of can provide a good for composite materialsconductivity and excellent mesh
structure,PANIadd to composite materialmaterial provides higher Faraday pseudo capacitor,andPANIembedded
inRGOThereis also a certain amount of space blocking in the network structureof,theInteroperability makes
compositesRGPshow Better Superlevel capacitance performance.and when the compositeisPANIhas an extra amount of
overtime,PANIinRGOAggregation is more severe in the network structure of,has a larger specific capacitance,But its
cyclic performance is not ideal;phasebelow,RGP-1thanRGP-3and PurePANIandRGOhas moreGood super capacitance
performance.
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